Minutes

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION: Lieutenant Dennis Joy

Updates

Lt. Joy:
- Chief Deputy Dana Mathes last day is today. She is retiring.
- FY 2014 Budget reduced to $1,000,000
- FY 2013 Budget still in operation
- Fire Captain Chris Quinn (Exercise Coordinator) promoted to Battalion Chief
  - Will await new replacement during the transition process
- Der Xiong, Program Analyst, will replace Nancy Boemer, Administrative Analyst
Nancy will be transitioning over to Cops & Clergy

Trainings

Lt. Joy:
- 3 Day Tactical Medicine Training
  - 90 Students attended
- Crisis Intervention
  - Mental health related
  - Approximately 200 students attended
- Neighborhood Emergency Training (NET)
  - Train the Trainer course for training to different neighborhoods
- Law Enforcement and Fire to address issues together if other agencies need or have trainings
- Critical Incident Response Training will be in October

Captain Quinn:
- June 18th SWAT Operator Day
  - Explained training operation with different points of view

Lt. Joy:
- Planned Future Exercises
  - Planned Mass Casualty
  - Planned Rail Derailment
  - Hazardous Materials I.E.D.

Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) and Inclusion

Lt. Joy:
- MSA used to determine funding by FEMA/Homeland
- Discussion to include all agencies from the MSA region
- Conduct outreach to those agencies

Mohar:
- Recommends further UASI outreach and engagement with other agencies in the region

Lt. Joy:
- Funds are to prepare entire region for a terrorist/catastrophic event
- Believes UAWG outreach will help with regional support

Chief Renaud:
- Agrees more outreach with region would be a good idea

Captain Concolino:
- Making UAWG more inclusive makes it easier to include everyone, makes the region more inclusive, and makes transitions smoother

Lt. Joy:
- Will need to present idea to UASI Group first for thought
Mohar:
- Hands out maps to UAWG group showing the Sacramento MSA region

Lt. Joy:
- If the UAWG approves then we will sent a letter explaining the UAWG mission and goals to other agencies to attend during the quarterly meetings?

UAWG:
- Attendees Concur

Captain Concolino:
- Can we get the ports and other groups in?

Boemer:
- Yes, we can.

Chief Renaud:
- When does FEMA/Homeland determine the UASI list?

Lt. Joy:
- Early February the ratings go out.
- Informs group about the funding considerations
- Any other topics? None.
- If anyone would like the team to attend and present to other groups, please inform the team. We would be more than happy to do so.

NEXT MEETING DATE:

WHEN: Thursday, October 13, at 1030 am to 1200 pm.
WHERE: Sacramento Police and Fire Administration Building – 5770 Freeport Blvd. Hall of Honor